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Summary 

This report provides a summary of conservation activity for the month of July 2019 as well as information on 

administrative changes to the Public Agency Landscape program and expansion of Metropolitan’s partnerships 

with energy utilities. 
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Administrative Changes to Public Agency Landscape Program 

Metropolitan designed the Public Agency Landscape (PAL) program to minimize the financial hurdles that public 

agencies encounter when performing outdoor water efficiency improvements.  The PAL program offers upfront 

incentives for “shovel ready” projects for public agencies.  Presently, the administrative burden and fiscal risks 

associated with providing upfront funding to public agencies seems to outweigh the benefits.  Metropolitan 

anticipated that public agencies would timely complete the projects as stated in their applications or quickly return 

the advanced payment.  However, in a significant number of instances, the agencies failed to meet these 

expectations. 

Further, required follow-up with non-performing participants resulted in a disproportionate administrative burden 

on staff.  Therefore, to reduce the financial risk and alleviate the administrative burden, staff placed the program 

on hold pending an internal review to propose changes that will improve the program.  

Expansion of Partnerships with Energy Utilities 

Metropolitan’s Long Term Conservation Plan identifies strategic alliances with other utilities as a means to 

further promote and develop water efficiency programs across the region.  In May 2019, Metropolitan entered into 

a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Southern California Edison (SCE) to pursue coordination among 

water and conservation programs.   

Since 2011, Metropolitan managed a similar arrangement with the Southern California Gas Company (SoCal 

Gas).  In lieu of individual checks to each participating customer, Metropolitan provides payment to SoCal Gas 

after devices are directly installed by SoCal Gas.  In most cases, these are direct-install programs and are offered 

to low-income customers for free, often in disadvantaged communities.  

Metropolitan looks forward to working with these agencies, and identifying others, to effectively advance water 

efficiency throughout Southern California.  In addition, these programs could accelerate efforts to provide water-

saving benefits to disadvantaged communities. 


